
This innovative, multi-functional design was conceived to meet both convenience and

style. Mirror units help to declutter the vanity space by offering an attractive, concealed

storage area for paper towels and soap dispensers, which can quickly & safely be

replenished. In this way, Prism units save both time and floor space. Access is effortless,

thanks to the heavy duty hinges and gas struts and the overall design is sure to

complement any scheme's interior styling.
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STAND OUT MIRROR UNIT

Top hinged mirror panel with gas strut props to

support the mirror whilst open

Capability to integrate paper towel/soap

dispensers & hand dryers within mirror unit

Sprung cam lock to prevent accidental opening

Symbols/text can be etched into mirror to

indicate accessory positions 

Minimalist design to complement high end

interiors - highly bespoke also options available

Option for tap access opening in rear of unit.
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MIRROR UNIT
Core Material: White melamine-faced 18mm medium density fibreboard.
Shadows: Manufactured from 18mm medium density fibreboard faced in high
pressure laminate and balanced.
Shadow colours: As per client choice.
Features: Accessible front panel to which mirror is bonded, fixed at top with heavy
duty butt hinges, gas-strut supports and secured with sprung cam lock. Includes
for specialist housing for accessories/dispensers where required.

MIRROR 
Core Material: 6mm silvered safety backed glass bonded onto MFMDF substrate.
Colour/Finish: Silvered.
Edge Treatment: All edges safety rounded.
Fixings:  Bonded to substrate with specialist glass adhesive.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
- Circular, lozenge or other bespoke mirror panel shapes
- Etched text or icons on reverse side of mirror to indicate accessory positions 
- PPC metal mirror frame
- Lacquered hardwood mirror frame
- Stainless steel effect mirror trim
- Heavy duty lift-off clips, instead of hinges
- Demister pads

Note: Any optional extras required should to be clarified at point of specification.

PRISM STAND OUT MIRROR
Reference: Maxwood PRISM STAND OUT MIRROR SYSTEM Range
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